PROGRAMING THE ICOM ICT2H SPORT

Push the A V key so MR does not appear in the display.
Enter the 6-digit frequency the radio will be receiving on.
Push the DUP key for the proper offset or simplex.
The choices in the display are –DUP, DUP (which is actually +DUP)
Or nothing in the display which is Simplex.
If a subaudible tone is required to access the repeater, push the C T key until
a single T appears next to the DUP indicator in the display.
Push and hold (1 second) the A V key until the menu display appears
Use the  key to get to the RP menu.
Use the ▲▼ to get to the subaudible tone frequency you want.
Momentarily push the A V key and your desired receiving frequency should appear.
Momentarily push the B M key. MR and the channel number below it
should be flashing in the display.
Use the ▲▼ keys until the desired channel where you wish to store this information is displayed.
Hold the B M key (1 second) until you hear 2 beeps.
The display should show the selected frequency without the MR showing.
Push the A V key and the radio is back in memory mode with MR in the display.
Using the ▲▼ keys you can scroll through the memory channels.